
The Future 
IN Diesel 
additive

Thomas Group provide Wakefield 
Council continual improvement 
using Diesel 1000 Fuel Additive

Long-term continual use of Diesel Additive will also add further benefits.  
Improved engine performance will be gained as the high-quality additive  
will remove the build-up of internal diesel injector deposits (IDIDs) to 
protect against power loss and even restore lost power over time. 
Furthermore, by providing constant lubrication, Diesel Additive has 
been proven to extend the life of engine components by protecting against the 
degradation of the fuel injection system. In doing so, vehicle operators can  
expect reduced maintenance costs, protect their fleets and maximise the return 
on their investment.

Pete Johnson, Service Manager for Transport Services Wakefield 
Council, commented: (October 2018)

“The trial has given very positive results and fuel savings based on  
robust data. This, along with the reduction in emissions, means the trial  
was a resounding success.”

For the premium choice in fuel additive, select FuelBright 
Diesel Additive for your fleet today. Can you afford not to?

7. 8% Fuel Saving
Results from the 3rd quarter of the Wakefield Council Diesel 1000 Fuel  
Additive program continues to show further improvements. Over 9 months 
the six bulk storage sites have been additised with Diesel 1000 Fuel  
additive, treating over 1million litres of fuel which supply the 500+ vehicle 
fleet with nearly 30,000 fill-ups.
 
Based on accurate data from Assetworks fleet management software, 
fuel usage has been increasingly reduced starting at 2.12% at Q1, 
4.8% end Q2 and now a reporting fuel saving of 7.8% in Q3 (at the 
same time fuel prices have risen by over 7%). 
 
The benefits do not stop at fuel savings, during the same period the fleet 
maintenance costs on EGR & DPF reduced by 80% and 100% (all vehicles) 
selected from the fleet at random showed a reduction in emissions.
 
Nett savings to date is approx 4.4p per litre of fuel, for any fleet in any  
industry this saving alone is significant, add this to the maintenance and  
environment benefits it makes sense to invest in a Diesel 1000 program. 

Please contact Kevin O’Sullivan, Sales Director at Thomas Group Ltd for 
more information and to set up a meeting; kevin@thomasgroupltd.co.uk 
Mobile: 07730 145648


